
HP aligns with customers through  
agile development 
Leveraging HP Quality Center software, HP developers adopt agile, iterative 
development approach, improving QA coverage and market adaptability

“The agile approach to application lifecycle management is a powerful 
methodology. It enables a holistic approach to software development by 
integrating QA and user feedback into our development processes. It  
also allows us to adapt flexibly to customer needs and market changes, 
ensuring our products meet the high standards HP customers expect.”
Ravit Danino, Senior Functional Architect, Application Lifecycle Management, HP

As a worldwide leader in business technology 
optimization solutions, Hewlett-Packard must deliver 
software that meets customer needs. It must be 
prepared to respond nimbly to shifts in market  
trends and opportunities. And it must do all this  
while adhering to the highest standards of  
product quality. 

That’s why the HP professionals who develop  
HP Quality Center software have leveraged an  
agile methodology to application lifecycle 
management—a methodology powered by  
HP’s own software solutions.

HP customer case 
study: HP uses its own 
software—HP Quality 
Center—to adopt an  
agile methodology for 
software development

Industry: Technology

Objective 
Improve the ability of HP’s R&D software 
development team to adapt to customer 
requirements, without adding cost and delays  
to its development processes 

Approach
Adopt an agile approach to application  
lifecycle management

IT improvements 
Fix ratio (fixed defects to reported defects) •	
improved by 50% 

Easier to manage and prioritize  •	
development tasks

Ensures features will be testable•	

Improved predictability of code quality •	

Improved ability to incorporate user feedback •	
and add features during development

Business benefits 
 Improved ability to adapt quickly to changing •	
market, customer requirements—without adding 
costs or slipping deadlines

Automation enables more testing without  •	
adding staffing resources

Cost of addressing defects is lower•	

Reduced risk of defects in production•	
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Agile approach
The HP R&D team responsible for developing HP 
Quality Center software began its transition to the 
agile methodology in 2006 and are progressing step 
by step adopting new concepts, notes Nir Bregman, 
Quality Center PMO, HP. Today, Bregman explains, 
the team manages its development in iterations using 
its own tool: HP Quality Center software.  

The whole process starts with the release. In the 
release planning phase, R&D works with the product 
team in order to define the release backlog. The 
release backlog is created by selecting the relevant 
user stories from the product backlog. The product 
backlog includes a list of ongoing new requirements 
for the product as well as new inputs that come from 
the market. 

When the release backlog is approved, we start the 
development process that is built from iterations.

The iterative nature of the development process is  
one characteristic of the agile framework. 

Each development iteration is four weeks long. It 
begins with taking the top priority user stories from 
the release backlog to compose the iteration backlog. 
On the iteration backlog, the team performs low level 
design which results in functional specs and tasks for 
the teams.

“Quality Center lets us organize the backlogs in a 
requirements tree that we can ‘slice and dice’ any  
way we want,” Bregman says. 

Backlog user stories are prioritized based on HP’s 
assessment of customer requirements. Then, as work 
on an iteration begins, the developers focus first on 
backlog items designated as highest priority. This 
ensures that functionality HP considers most important 
to its product design set and market positioning will  
be addressed during the iteration.

The backlog items status is updated continually by  
the development teams as they work, providing near 
real-time tracking of development status. The output  
for this phase is functional code. 

At the end of any iteration we have the ‘iteration 
demo’ ceremony. The purpose is to present what  
was achieved during the iteration to the team. 

Holistic approach to software 
development
Another characteristic of agile application lifecycle 
management is that it is a holistic approach to 
software development. In HP’s case, this means that 
the Quality Assurance team (QA) team is involved 
in development from the start. “Our QA testers are 
involved throughout the design phase,” notes Ravit 
Danino, Senior Functional Architect, Application 
Lifecycle Management, HP. “They help within 
the specifications development and requirements 
gathering.”

One benefit of involving QA early is that the testers 
ensure application requirements will be testable. Many 
times, the testers are also able to begin building test 
use cases during the initial design phase. 

Once development begins, QA remains closely 
involved. Once a day, code is compiled and run 
through the QA team’s tests. The QA team also 
supports the development engineers throughout 
the iteration with informal, “on the fly” testing. 
“Our involvement allows us to test as the engineers 
develop,” says Tal Levi Joseph, QA Manager, BTO 
Applications, HP. “We don’t wait until the end of 
an iteration to produce a list of defects.” As defects 
are discovered, that information is fed back to the 
development team, which addresses them as part  
of the development process.

Primary applications
Agile application lifecycle management

Primary software
•	HP	Quality	Center	Software

•	HP	Performance	Center	Software

•	HP	Functional	Testing	Software

Customer solution at a glance
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Addressing defects throughout the development cycle 
as part of the iteration, instead of at the end, is one  
of the primary benefits of the agile methodology.  
“The cost of solving defects early in development is 
much lower than solving them later,” says Levi Joseph. 
The risk that a defect might generate issues with other, 
related pieces of code is also reduced. And the team 
has a higher level of confidence in the quality of its 
development output, because it knows defects are 
being continually identified and addressed.

“If something changes in the market, we  
can change to address it. At any time,  
we can change our development priorities  
or add new features when we’re in  
the middle of working on a release.” 
Nir Bregman, Quality Center PMO, HP

Quality is maintained continually with the agile 
development approach. And both the QA and 
development teams have more confidence in 
the code: they know there is a reduced chance 
that undiscovered defects will create problems 
downstream. “We can more easily predict the  
quality of our code in advance of each milestone,” 
Danino says. 

The QA team also develops a risk assessment: 
prioritizing defects to ensure that those which have  
the most potential impact on the software receive  
the most attention and development resources.

Because the QA team members are more integrated 
with development, their skill sets are also different  
than they were before HP moved to the agile 
approach. “We have more need now for QA 
engineers with a technical profile,” says Levi Joseph.  
“They have to dig deeper into the code. They’re not 
always working on a GUI or user interface level.”

Automation
One thing an agile methodology does not do:  
reduce the amount of testing required. 

“Agile doesn’t require less work,” notes Tali Friedman, 
Team Lead, Quality Center QA, HP. If anything, 
HP’s quality standards are more demanding today 
than when it used a traditional “waterfall” approach 
to development and QA. The QA team’s testing 
coverage is expected to be broader, for instance. 
The team is expected to do more progression testing 
and start testing very early in the development cycle, 

as well as to maintain a high quality level of the 
regression areas. And it has to accommodate these 
increased requirements without the support  
of additional testing staff.

To accommodate the increased testing demands, the 
QA team leverages automation, using HP Functional 
Testing (FT) software to run automated testing scripts. 

Using automation allows the QA team to perform 
regression testing on each iteration, and gives the 
testers the resource bandwidth to focus on the new 
content and to provide immediate feedback to 
developers. Executing automated regression testing, 
in turn, helps ensure the software will be stable at the 
end of each iteration, raising the level of predictability 
and control over the development process.

In addition to FT, the team uses HP Performance 
Center software to execute its performance testing, 
ensuring that the software will perform as expected 
under production conditions. 

Integrating user feedback
More closely integrating QA with development 
was a major transformative step for HP software’s 
development processes. But there was another step 
that is equally significant: the agile approach enables 
HP to integrate user feedback into its development 
cycles as well.

HP’s Quality Center software development team has 
two sets of users: HP employees who use Quality 
Center to manage their own quality processes, and 
external customers who purchase HP Quality Center. 

Today, the QA team uses HP Quality Center to 
capture user feedback on its software from both sets 
of users. First, each iteration is deployed to internal  
HP customers for validation. This provides the 
development and QA teams with early feedback  
on the software functionality. 

Using different validation activities such as alpha and 
beta programs, input from external customers is also 
captured and managed by Quality Center. 

“Integrating customer validation into each iteration  
is invaluable,” Friedman says. “It provides a view  
into how customers experience our products.” This,  
in turn, allows HP to more effectively plan and 
prioritize its development efforts: it can incorporate 
user feedback into the high level design phase of  
the next software iteration.
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Reporting capabilities
In addition to enabling the development and QA 
teams to manage and execute their code iterations, 
HP Quality Center software also supports tracking 
and reporting functions. The team uses the software’s 
dashboard module to generate reports on data such 
as requirements coverage, test coverage, number 
of defects, and defect trends. The reporting also 
allows the team to monitor development and testing 
outputs. Over time, this will enable HP to measure 
improvements it makes to associated  
quality processes.

The team already knows, for instance, that it has 
improved its fix ratio—the ratio comparing the number 
of defects the development engineers are fixing to  
the number of defects QA has reported—by 50%.  
This improvement reflects the team’s progress in 
integrating defect fixes with the development process.

The team is also gathering data on issues like testing 
coverage, defect convergence, and the cost of solving 
defects. Some of the data, such as regression ratio 
and open defect ratio, can be used as proxies for 
understanding the team productivity. Others, such as 
data on the severity of defects, provide a static view 
of the team’s output.

Aligned with customer needs
Implementing an agile methodology has enabled  
HP’s Quality Center software development and testing 
team to more effectively manage its QA processes 
and reduce the risk and costs associated with  
software defects. 

But the most important benefit of the approach, by far, 
is that it gives HP more adaptability as it responds to 
its market and customers. 

“If something changes in the market, we can change 
to address it,” says Bregman. “At any time, we can 
change our development priorities. We can add  
new features when we’re in the middle of working  
on a release.”

With traditional, waterfall development processes,  
that isn’t possible: making a major change would 
typically require a complete rollback—and quite 
possibly a slipped release date. 

“Thanks to agile development,” Bregman says,  
“we always know we are 100% aligned with our 
customer needs.”
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